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Abstract 23 

 Back-arc basins represent an intriguing phenomenon of the lithospheric evolution. They are 24 

the places of potential subduction initiation, what makes them highly important features within 25 

the theory of plate tectonics. The circumstances of their origin and life cycle are not well 26 

understood and whether the retreat of subduction is a cause or consequence of back-arc basin 27 

development remains an open issue. In the presented work, a new approach has been used, based 28 

on the model of thin shell warping. Within this concept, the plate warps due to proximity of 29 

translational boundary when its forward movement is constrained. Following the process, the 30 

lithospheric slab can steepen, roll-back and sink to the 660 km transition layer, reaching an 31 

amphitheatre-like geometry. The specific shape of deformation resembles the topology of several 32 

reference basins. Results show that subduction retreat, back-arc extension and arcuate geometry 33 

may only represent different demonstrations of one underlying physical mechanism. Modelling 34 

suggests that the movement of plates and their interactions, together with the curvature of the 35 

Earth’s surface, could be responsible for the formation of back-arc basins.  36 

 37 

1. Introduction 38 

The volcanic island arcs, with trenches in front and the basins at their rear, are still puzzling 39 

features despite an enormous amount of new data, observations and computer modelling. The 40 

question of why they are of arcuate shape has remained largely unresolved. These structures are 41 

inherently linked to the subduction of oceanic lithosphere and thus their geometry has been 42 

interpreted as its product. It comes from the trivial assumption that sinking slab should adjust to 43 

the spherical surface (Frank, 1968). This concept has been challenged by many authors (Schellart 44 

and Lister, 2004; Tovish and Gerald, 1978; Mantovani et al., 2001). Despite the indications that 45 



Earth’s curvature could nevertheless be the cause of arcuate shapes, no other proposal of such a 46 

connection has been given.  47 

 Following the observations of Karig (Karig, 1971), occurrence of extension within these 48 

regions was explained by motion of the overriding plate away from the subduction front 49 

(Hyndman, 1972; Chase, 1978). On the other hand Molnar and Atwater (Molnar and Atwater, 50 

1978) proposed the hinge retreat as a consequence of the lithosphere sinking under its own 51 

weight. A compromise between the two cases was the combination of slab hinge migration (or 52 

roll-back) with the overriding plate motion (Dewey, 1980). The subduction roll-back became 53 

popular due to extensive capabilities of analogous and numerical modelling. If not for two 54 

exceptions, the concept of roll-back with hinge retreat would apply to all arc-back-arc systems. 55 

But formation of back-arc basins in front of advancing hinges at Izu-Bonin (Miyazaki et al., 56 

2020) and Mariana (Wu et al., 2016) subductions raises concerns about the universality of such a 57 

mechanism. Furthermore, the fact that in some cases (Japan Sea Basin, South Fiji Sea Basin) 58 

back arc extension came to an end while subduction continued indicates that subduction is not a 59 

sufficient condition for back-arc opening. 60 

 Another question is what the slab steepening might mean for the back-arc evolution 61 

(Mantovani et al., 2001). It is also not clear whether we have enough evidence that trenches 62 

migrate at the same speed as volcanic arcs. Therefore, because slab roll-back alone cannot 63 

explain either the back-arc basins formation or arc curvature, other processes must be involved. 64 

Back-arc systems generally evolve in convergent settings, where shortening occurs along the 65 

convex forearc segment and extension at the rear, concave side. Consistent tectonic models 66 

should therefore take this under the consideration. The concept with such presumption has 67 

become extrusion due to the collision, stressed by several authors (Tapponnier, 1977; Faccenna 68 



et al., 1996; Mantovani et al., 2014). But again, extension in the back-arc cannot be solely 69 

explained by extrusion (Schellart and Lister, 2004) and mantle upwelling processes must be 70 

engaged (Mantovani et al., 2002; Magni et al., 2014). The arcuate shape of trench acquired in 71 

these models is as well rather consequence than the cause of back-arc basin formation. 72 

Generally, there is little consensus on these issues. Some models assign the decisive role in the 73 

origin of back-arc basins to the subduction, while some combine it with extrusion and others 74 

view subduction only as a moving boundary. It is then important to ask what is the connection of 75 

these phenomena and if subduction is not only the product of the back-arc basins formation.  76 

 On this account, young subduction zones connected to marginal basins should be important 77 

places to observe these processes. Examples include Philippines and North Sulawesi areas, 78 

where there is an evident extension behind subducting lithosphere without volcanic arc presence. 79 

It has been proposed by Hall (Hall, 2019) that these are actually new-born subduction zones, 80 

originated by thrusting of the marginal lithosphere onto the oceanic one. Structures similar to 81 

back-arc subsidence also accompany incipient subduction in the southwest Pacific (Patriat et al., 82 

2019). Other young back-arc basins have also been chosen as examples in the presented 83 

conceptual study. Banda Sea, Bismarck Sea and Andaman Sea basins (Fig.1) serve here as a 84 

reference for comparison with modelling results. Due to their pronounced arcuate shape and slab 85 

geometry they could demonstrate how lithospheric plate deforms itself when constrained in 86 

motion by other plates. The reasoning of such approach comes from the effective elastic 87 

thickness principles, where the behaviour of lithosphere is approximated by elastically deforming 88 

thin shell, downwarped under the action of load. The model presented here replaces static 89 

vertical load by a dynamic horizontal load with similar effects and explains these processes on 90 

the basis of flexural deformations.      91 



2. Modelling of the shell-related deformations 92 

 To investigate the significance of convergence-related processes for back-arc evolution, this 93 

study focused on the thin shell deformation. Model configuration should represent the 94 

lithospheric plate, approximated by curved viscoelastic layer, variously constrained at the sides 95 

(Supporting Information S1). The material of the shell is given properties, commonly utilised for 96 

flexure modelling of viscoelastic plates (Tassara et al., 2007). All these properties can be 97 

adjusted. Movement of the plate is simulated by axial load applied on one edge of the shell, 98 

which is an approach used in the analogue modelling. The dimensions of the plate are 99 

1000x1000 km (1000x1000 mm respectively), two values of thickness have been chosen, 10 and 100 

20 km (10 mm and 20 mm respectively). Thickness of the shell fundamentally influences 101 

modelling and it is the most important parameter. With the exception of the central support at the 102 

frontal edge, which is stationary, all other parts can move during deformation. Side edges must 103 

be constrained against translations diverging from the direction of load. After meshing the 104 

model, basic static analysis is run in a solver module. Resulting deformed shell can be further 105 

scaled and covered with various contour types. Results are available either as a simple mesh or 106 

coloured contours of the membrane force on the surface (Fig. 2). Progress of warping is captured 107 

step by step and presented as an animation. 108 

 109 

 110 

 111 

 112 

 113 

 114 



3. Results 115 

3.1. Description of the shell warping processes  116 

  During the simulation, unusually complex downwarp develops and deepens quickly, folding 117 

the shell in a specific manner (Movie S1). This is because curved layers have a unique capability 118 

to transform loads into membrane deformations instead of bending as with flat plates. Therefore 119 

the Earth’s surface curvature could principally influence behaviour of the deforming lithospheric 120 

plate. It is of note that such pronounced vertical deformation develops from a pure horizontal 121 

force application and without other initial conditions added. 122 

 As a consequence of loading, the shell contracts in length and the wave movement of lateral 123 

surfaces folds them down significantly (Fig. 2). The structure is forming into an arcuate shape 124 

and even though deformation progresses quickly (Movie S1), its overall topology and horizontal 125 

extent changes little. Such character brings potential for downward movements of large 126 

magnitude with only a small amount of convergence. The resulting deformation keeps its oval or 127 

candle-flame topology visible throughout duration of the whole process (Fig. 3a, b, c). 128 

Transformed to lithospheric conditions, the deformation would be situated in the middle part of 129 

the lithosphere (oceanic or transient marginal), where properties of the material are suitable to 130 

maintain a viscoelastic response. Deformation of shells with about 10 km (10 mm respectively) 131 

thickness is the most appropriate to show the nature of described process. One another analysis 132 

(20 km thickness) was run to evaluate the results of thickness changes on the shell deformation 133 

(Movie S2).  134 

 135 

 136 

 137 



 3.2. Visualization of the back-arc geometry    138 

 In order to better visualize the arcuate shape of the evolving deformation, a cross-section has 139 

been constructed by the horizontal plane. The images in Fig. 3a, b, c represent three snapshots of 140 

deformation taken from program animation (Movie S1) combined with an appropriate cut. Its 141 

position has been chosen at 100 km isohypse, average depth of the magma production at 142 

subduction zones. Spreading of this oval-shaped structure should represent the back-arc outer 143 

propagation (Movie S3). Projection of such a cut to the surface level should approximate 144 

volcanic arc position (Fig. 3d). This horizontal cross-section visualizes morphology of the back-145 

arc area and final slab position with amphitheatre-like geometry.  146 

  147 

4. Discussion 148 

4.1. Comparison of model with the back-arc basins evolution  149 

 Extended crust at the continent margins or crustal remnants in the oceans have a transitional 150 

character and mechanical properties with effective elastic thickness usually between 10 and 20 151 

km (Watts and Stewart, 1998). Considering the model is mainly geometrical (intended to observe 152 

changing topology of the back-arc in 3D), reduction of the lithospheric structure into one 153 

viscoelastic layer can be a feasible approximation of the physical reality (Nadai, 1963). Another 154 

assumption is that central constraint (support) is stationary in the model. In reality, this boundary 155 

moves. But because deformation visual appearance is independent on the load magnitude (it only 156 

approximates the plate motion), it does not influence the results to a great extent. It is important 157 

to realise, that local plate motion is constrained, not stopped. Therefore deformation, as its part, 158 

also moves with plate. The model presents symmetrical development of deformation, which is 159 

certainly the ideal scenario. If the back-arc starts from rifting of continental margin, the whole 160 



warping structure shifts oceanwards in the direction of lower resistance. Then the trench and 161 

volcanic arc develop only at one side. Such example is illustrated in the cross-section (Fig. 4).     162 

 Since the yielding of this lithospheric layer is a long-term process, it cannot be suddenly 163 

accelerated by an increase in the convergence rate. Changes likely happen on the geological time 164 

scale hundreds of thousands of years. This is also the limitation of the model, which provides 165 

only relative timing. Warping deformations induce flow in the surrounding mantle they are 166 

submerged, what also consumes energy and influences reaction time. As the wave around the 167 

warp propagates, it depresses lithosphere into the amphitheatre-like shape, where deep troughs or 168 

subduction zones could originate (for example North Sulawesi). This topology is also well 169 

visible on matured subduction systems of Banda Sea (Spakman and Hall, 2010) or southern part 170 

of Tyrrhenian Sea (Koulakov et al., 2015).  171 

 In many cases, supposed delamination accompanies development of the structure. At the 172 

beginning, warping mantle lithosphere can separate from the overlying crustal layer. The starting 173 

extension then causes the crust beneath originating back-arc basins to be unusually hot (Hall, 174 

2019). As the space further extends, at predisposed zones e.g. former rifts or volcanic arcs 175 

lithosphere can tear and divide the basin, usually into two parts. Through these weakened zones 176 

melt is able to rise (Fig. 5), filling the gap between the crust of opening basin and delaminated 177 

mantle lithosphere. Such process occurs in the incipient stage of the basin evolution. During the 178 

next phase with true roll-back, asthenospheric material flows to the rift break and produces a new 179 

oceanic crust. Lastly, at final stages, when subducting lithosphere is consumed and opposite 180 

continental margin involved, the steepening slab can delaminate again, down-flexing the crust. 181 

This mechanism would be part of the explanation why deep troughs originate around some back-182 

arc basins in the late phases of their life (Spakman and Hall, 2010).  183 



4.2. Connection of model to the subduction dynamics  184 

 Self-sustained subduction can be initiated, when the lithosphere is sufficiently depressed and 185 

starts falling under its own weight. Because the sinking slab from beneath the forming back-arc 186 

is delaminated and therefore not hydrated enough (Wu et al., 2021), volcanism likely cannot 187 

occur even if the depth over 100 km is reached. Only when steepening induces self-sustained 188 

subduction and the slab starts to roll, the oceanic crust is involved, generating enough fluid for 189 

melting. The transition can be relatively fast due to both slab steepening (from warping) and 190 

subduction. This way an incipient roll-back (in sense of Hall, 2019), resulting from related 191 

extension and warping could transform to a true roll-back with fully developed arc volcanism. 192 

  Yet one question regarding the volcanism should be answered and that is whether arc 193 

advancement is caused by slab steepening or by roll-back. This finding is irrelevant to the arcs 194 

life cycle, but would be central to the question of trench migration. If volcanic arc migration is a 195 

consequence of the slab steepening, the trench alone can retreat slowly, even remain stationary. 196 

Such variant is proposed for the Banda (Spakman and Hall, 2010) or Parece Vela (Wu et al., 197 

2016) back-arcs evolution. Dependence of the arc position on that of the trench, especially in the 198 

initial and final stages of back-arc evolution, would be so more complex than we suppose. 199 

 200 

 201 

 202 

 203 

 204 

 205 



5. Conclusions 206 

 As this physical mechanism reveals, the lithospheric plate could warp when its movement is 207 

impeded and it would allow formation of deep marginal basins of pronounced oval or candle-208 

flame shape. Moreover, the modelling suggests that as little as plate motion and the Earth´s 209 

surface curvature would be enough for the origin of these features. Most notable is the 210 

topological similarity of the resulting deformation to the observed back-arcs topography patterns. 211 

Although providing more examples would help to improve the model’s predictions, this attempt 212 

is an initial step towards the verification of the observed relationship. Of interest is the ability of 213 

this concept to address not only problems of back-arc basins evolution, but also various other 214 

connected issues. This way the subduction roll-back, arc migration, tectonic extension and the 215 

development of the back-arc basin would become the integral parts of one universal mechanism, 216 

which gives this model further potential.  217 

 218 
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 298 

Figure 1. Location map of the reference back-arc basins. Shaded areas show extent and shape of the structures, 299 

labelled trenches are considered to be young or incipient. 300 

 301 

 302 

Figure 2. Model of thin shell deformation, 10 mm thickness. Load has been applied on the left edge of the shell (see 303 

Supporting Information). Colouring of the model represents continuous contours of membrane force in Nm-1.  304 

   305 



 306 

 307 

Figure 3. Model of deformation development and back-arc evolution. (a) and (b) show snapshots from model 308 

animation in times appr. one third and one half of the whole process duration, (c) is the final state. Horizontal 309 

clipping planes are situated at the level of appr. 100 km from the original surface, where melting of the slab causes 310 

magma ascent and volcanic arc origin. (d) Projection of melting isohypse visualised by the black ring. Colouring of 311 

the model represents continuous contours of membrane force in Nm-1.  312 

 313 

 314 

 315 

 316 

 317 

 318 

Figure 4. Assymetrical development of the back-arc basin in the cross-section. Sketch is drawn in three phases, 319 

numbered vertical arrows mark positions of the basin deepest parts. Horizontal arrow represents direction of the 320 

structure’s migration.      321 

 



 322 

Figure 5.  Schematic cartoon showing the model based back-arc basin structure. It is drawn onto the vertical cross 323 

section of the model stage, shown in Figure 3b. Arcuate features are situated along the rim, whereas linear create 324 

centre of the basin (blue shading). Mantle ascent into the extending space and pressure release cause melting under 325 

the spreading centres.  326 

 327 
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Supporting Information 340 

Construction Of The Thin Shell Finite Element Model        341 

Finite element modelling of the presented problem involves establishing a shell solid of 342 

variable thickness, to which appropriate load and constraints are assigned. FEMAP software 343 

environment has been utilized to enable fast analysis modifications. Preparation of the model 344 

starts from the shell construction. Next, constraints are defined along sides of the body and the 345 

governing load. After meshing the shell, analysis is run in the solver module. All modeling 346 

operations should be performed in cylindrical coordinates (R, T, Z). The resulting 3D 347 

visualization has a wide range of options in scaling, coloring, animation and other post 348 

processing.  For the purposes of this study, elementary shell surface with medium dimensions 349 

has been constructed by revolving a one meter long line. The shell’s width is approximately one 350 

fifth of the cylinder circumference with narrow (5°) middle segment (Fig. S1). The material of 351 

the shell is given the Young’s modulus (5 x 1010 Pa) and Poisson’s ratio (0.25). For basic 352 

analysis, these mechanical parameters are sufficient to define it. Property of the model is chosen 353 

as plate element with thickness 10 mm and 20 mm respectively. Subsequently, unit load per 354 

length (1 Nm-1) is applied on one side of the shell. Next, establishing the right set of constraints 355 

and their configuration has a significant impact on the experiment. Two sides of the model 356 

(parallel with load) must be constrained against translation in T direction and also against 357 

rotations in R and Z (Fig. S1, label 246 triangles). Other sides (perpendicular to load) are 358 

constrained against translation in R (Fig. S1, label 1 triangles), middle segment (the support of 359 

the whole model) against all translations and rotations (Fig. S1, label 123 triangles). Meshing of 360 

the prepared object takes place with program default settings. Final computing is performed as 361 

 



Static. Resulting deformed mesh can be further scaled and covered with various contour types to 362 

show the specific features of deformation. 363 

 364 

Preparation Of Model Outputs For The Process Visualization 365 

The images in Fig. 3a, b, c represent three snapshots of deformation taken from program 366 

animation (Movie S1) combined with appropriate cut projections. There are 18 separate steps of 367 

animation from the start of the simulated back-arc basin development. The first image is taken 368 

approximately in one third of its evolution, second in a half and final in the end, when extension 369 

already stopped. Cutting plane is situated in parallel to the original shell surface and 370 

approximately in 1/6 of the deformation depth. The outline of the cut is than raised to the surface 371 

level, what demonstrates the position of the volcanic arc (black ring in Fig. 3d).  372 

 Movie S1 shows deformation of a 10mm thick shell as it progresses in time. One square finite 373 

element is of 10x10mm in size. Color scale from the light blue to dark blue represents the 374 

increasing membrane force which is the highest in the vicinity of the model support. In that place 375 

the high strain persists after the process already slowed significantly. Movie S2 animates a 376 

deformation of the shell with 20mm thickness. Movie S3 shows deformation of a 10mm thick 377 

shell with horizontal clipping plane as it progresses in time.    378 

   379 

 380 
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 391 

         392 

Figure S1. Thin shell construction and modelling variables. Arrows represent applied load, triangles constraints. 393 

 394 

 395 

Movie S1.  Animation of thin shell deformation, 10 mm thickness. 396 

Movie S2.  Animation of thin shell deformation, 20 mm thickness. 397 

Movie S3. Animation of thin shell deformation, 10 mm thickness with projected horizontal 398 

cutting plane. 399 
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